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Members of the Folk Dance club are getting in practice for the Barn Dance, which will be in the "old hay loft" (gymnasium) tonight. They are, left to right, Roseanne Chunn, Carol Overton, Ben Keel, Marie Hargrove, Carolyn Edwards, Myrtle Keel, Lesly Brown and Martha Munn.

Annual Barn Dance Slated For Tonight

"All jump up and never come down; swing your partner 'round and 'round." With these instructions students and faculty will be doing at the Barn Dance, sponsored by the Fish club. Approximately 150 people, dressed in platters and sovilleries, are expected to attend the annual affair in the gymnasium, which starts at 7:30. After eating the "Barn" by crawling over stacks of hay, each person will be tased on a pig, a cow, a chestnut, or cat. Each group of yardland animals, in turn, will be mosey upon the dance "Marching Down, to Tooterman and "Frohe a Little Peak."

Mudflap Plays Main Role In College Play

Under the direction of Leon hour, the College Theater has been the producers of "Hedda Gabler" starring Blanda Mul- drohe. The technical liberties for this play will be given December 16 at Keenway. "Hedda Gabler," perhaps the greatest of Henrik Ibsen's plays, is one of the best known and greatest of modern drama, the title role, having been played by Harri B僧ndhardt, Blanda Mul- drohe, Mrs. Keel and various others.

A student play, "Hedda Gabler" is built around the character of the lovely Hedda Gabler, played by Blanche Mul- drohe, and the three members of this show were Althoff, Bessie, and Mrs. Keel. The costumes were wonderful.

Overton To Discuss Personal Relations

Y Institute, Dec. 1-5, Will Be Based On Student's Topics

By Margaret Wilson

Because of the success of the 1949 Institute of Personal Relations, for which Mrs. Grace Elisus Overton was guest speaker, the YWCA has asked her to return to the campus to lead this year's discussions.

Crowder Sings In Audition

Over NBC

Ray Crowder, recently announced winter singer for George in a concert sponsored by Phi Spec- tator, has just been given a solo contract, which will sing over the Honor of States program sometime next month, December 12. The program will be broadcast from coast to coast over NBC's Red network. In this audition, Ray is competing against ten other college students. Three of the original ten will be selected to return to New York to compete. 1:00, The final winner will be named the "most charming voice of 1941 and (Continued on page 3)
Scholastically Speaking

It is desirable, when traveling, to know the purpose of the trip, why it is desirable to make it, and what can be done to make it more worthwhile. So it is important for college, with one of its aims being promoting good scholarship, to understand, in so far as possible, what scholarship is and why it is desirable, the course that interacts with it, and what can be done to encourage it. To gain this, little by little, has been shown to have a profound effect on scholarship. This NYA program is for all students, for all levels. It is designed to help those who wish to develop their scholarship, to encourage them to take a more active role in the college community.
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Thank You, God For Kindness

By AMALIJA GROSS

Thank You, God, for all things: For all bright words and shining in the air; For all beauty and pleasing, For all kindness, For all kindness you have given us.

I am grateful because I know how many people and things are in God's favor. I can see all the kind people who have been with me during this year and how much I have been blessed. I am grateful to God for the opportunity to serve. I am grateful for the experience I have had and how much I have learned from it.
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In "Fightin' Joe Wheeler" Military Man Is Portrayed

By Dorothy Miller

FIGHTIN' JOE WHEELER by John F. Dyer is the first attempt to portray the career of the most colorful of all America's military men. Mr. Dyer has done a masterful job of depicting the life story of the man who was one of America's greatest military leaders. Mr. Dyer's treatment of the man is both realistic and sympathetic. He captures the spirit of the times and the mood of the nation.

The Church Notes

Sunday morning's celebration of the birthday of Rev. Dr. J. H. Wheeler at Wesleyan Church will be held at the church at 3:00 p.m. Dr. Wheeler was born on November 15th, 1852. The celebration will include a special service of thanksgiving and a musical program.

Penitent Square Choosing Site For Atkinson Hall

By Ann Fitzgerald

Atkinson Hall, the new dormitory to be built as GCW was canceled in 1890. The building effort failed and it was to be a dormitory for 106 girls, with parlors, dining room, and a large room. The project was never completed and the building was never constructed.

Debate Forum Meets Here

The newest of our seminar groups, the Intercollegiate Debate Society, meets here. The group is sponsored by the Intercollegiate Debate Society and meets weekly for practice and discussion.

NYA News

In normal days and on normal days the NYA News is published weekly. In the fall semester, it is published biweekly.

Who's Who in the NYA?

The NYA News is a publication of the National Youth Administration. It is published weekly and is distributed to members of the NYA in all states and territories. It is a free publication and is available at any public library.

Teachers Speak at Swainsboro

GCW teachers participated in the national conference of teachers held November 15th, 1941, at The College of New Jersey. The teachers discussed various topics related to teaching and education, including the use of technology in the classroom. They also had the opportunity to exchange ideas and best practices with their colleagues from other institutions.
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Recipe for Success in School

Don't

Entertain a new boyfriend by reading William James out loud to him

Do beautify your fingernails with that wonderful looking gem-hard Dura-Gloss

DURA-GLOSS

Nail Polish

At All Cosmetic Counter

LOBBY LABORATORIES • Paterson, N. J.

A La Mode

By Nancy Beare and

Morris Pink

Last Saturday night when the clock in the Student Union
achieves the little fellow
school days are disappearing and
it is in a liefth for the feet that
school entrances have been

Marching band playing, and so forth.

Marie Miller, sauntering very

loosely is a black suit of

in New England was very

cordial and affable. She

confused and nervous

hourly reports could not

her opinions or the good

in the report. The MRS.

P.Accidently ended up with

of the same department.

The display was unusual -

the yoke, pressed with

black print, with deep red

enamel and rhinestones.

CSC Club Given

New Library Book

The Students' CSC OWL book -

nearly presented the new

"Question, Wonder, Wonder"

by John E. McLeod. This

is now in the possession of

the Library of the CSC.

This book, which has

been made up for this year

of the school, is a

photographic and

a white color print, and

has been a

Dona Miller, who

now has the

thick book, is the

title of this volume.

The qualities of the work as

a whole are so

superb that it

should be

invaluable to

students of

art and design.

Weather... Do You Know The History

of Our Thanksgiving Day?

By Marjorie Green

On Nov. 25th, 1944. GSU girls have

been looking forward to Thanksgiving off

the campus for the past three years.

On November 23rd, Thanksgiving Day was

celebrated at GSU OWL with (7)/a

a turkey dinner, (2) turkeys,

(2) hams, (1) roast duck,

(1) stuffing and

(1) apple pie.

A great deal of interest and

enthusiasm of the campus was

revived by the students who were

invited to the Thanksgiving dinner.

The Student OWL was

celebrated on November 24th, 1945 by

a turkey dinner, (2) turkeys,
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(1) apple pie.
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a turkey dinner, (2) turkeys,

(1) roast duck, (1) stuffing and

(1) apple pie.
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Penitentiary
(Continued from page 3)
room (which was against the rules, of course.) They would take turns standing on the floor of the bed to hold the boiler over the gas jets which was their source of heat. An "old lady" was trying to keep her balance, her feet slipped and she lost her balance, spilling the water all over the bed, sheets, floor, and herself. This story has a "guts-with-the-wind" quality; you have to decide for yourself what the outcome for the poor girl was, but no doubt naturally be expected the house mother walked in just as the accident happened.

It has been found that in the days of long ago these bold members of the fair sex "run many courses" that haven't been mentioned here. Will we remember any interesting adventures that will not undermine our reputation in relation to the children of "social generation"?

White, Chaplain, Speaks at Chapel
"We can be sure of one thing. In the United States—we are facing a very uncertain future," stated Leon L. Y. White, chaplain of the Seventh Training Battalion at Camp Wheeler on a meeting of national defense at Chapel Monday. He was present with a large group of officers, of the First Baptist church of Newton, Kansas.

He said that this country shall neglect morale at our peril, and that the problems of morale among the men in training are effects of nationality, learning disabilities, facing uncertainty in life, adjustment to army life, and adjustment of their relatives in the new situation.

A soldier is an attitude, Lieut. White remarked, and not only that, but the girl's care by men.

Odorless Cleaning
One Day Service
One Item Cleaned Free to FAY CROWDER
Good For 5 & 10c Store

Listen to Fay Crowder '42
on the G-E MAZDA Lamp
HOUR OF CHARM
AUDITIONS FOR UNIVERSITY WOMEN
* A strictly super secret for every Adam and Eve, this Sunday night! Any droop who doesn't hug a sound box when Phil Spitalny and his all-female combo put our campus thrill on the waves, should be tossed—and we mean good. Remember, the little girl is going to be chirping for us homefolks, and our thunder may help her to cap off the four-grand scholarship for the old Alma Mummy. "Entertainment Purely"—to you.

SUNDAY NIGHT
at 10:00 P.M.
WSB AND NBC
RED NETWORK
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Officers Elected
For Soph Y Club

Thursday night at the regular meeting of the Sophomore Y club, the following officers for the year were elected: Hazel Sawyer, president; Fran Pasquale, vice-president; Dot Janer, secretary; and Martha Evelyn Hodges, treasurer.

Because of so many conflicts, the club voted to change the time of meeting to 4 o'clock on Tuesday afternoon. Temporarily, the meeting will be held in the YWCA office.

The club is planning to present a morning worship service early Thanksgiving morning. Further announcement of this will be made later.

Answers To
Do You Know
Continued From Page 4

SPECIAL SELL
Ladies' Fine Silk HOSEx This Week
$1.98 - $1.15 - $1.25
All Pure Silk
Rayon Ten, Voc, and Silk
$1.10 - $1.19 - $1.25
If you want the Best, Shop at E. E. BELLS

HARDEE WOODWORTH
Chesterfield's Girl of the Month
in the郁郁数月的"American Crowed"
A United Artists release

Pass around the Chesterfields and it's pleasure time for everybody... smoking pleasure that only the right combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos can give you.

Chesterfields make good friends... they're milder, definitely better-tasting and cooler-smoking. Everybody who smokes them likes them.

They Satisfy

This Is No Laughing
Matter
By Charlie Spivak

Hall's Music Company
The Record Shop

Harsley's Woodworth Chesterfield's Girl of the Month in the Monthly's "American Crowed" a United Artists release